3i2	THE POLAND OF PILSUDSKI
On November 20, Beck, with Szembek, attended the Council
of the League—its 6pth session—at Geneva. A dispute with Danzig
was, as usual, on the agenda. Poland had undertaken to introduce
the Polish currency on the railways of the Free City, whose
Government had appealed against this to the League, and the
matter was considered on November 24 and 25, the upshot being
that Poland agreed to forgo the proposed change and made
some concessions, with responses from Danzig, that led to the
signing of a treaty on November 26, tending to improved relations.
This fortunate issue was greatly facilitated by Rosting's mediator-
ship; he was Acting High Commissioner at the time, Gravina
having died in September, but both Beck and Ziehm, President
of the Free City Government, were conciliatory.
From Geneva Beck went on to Paris, where he said, in a Press
interview, he had come to make the acquaintance of Herriot
whom he had not met before; after referring to the value of the
Franco-Polish alliance, he stated he was convinced that the Polish-
Soviet non-aggression treaty would conduce to the peace of
Europe, and added that the treaty in no way affected the binding
force of Poland's international obligations. He did not touch
on the German situation, but it was impossible to suppose that
he had not discussed it with the French statesmen in its two-fold
aspect: the demand for equality of rights and Herriot's disarma-
ment plan; and the interpretation to be assigned to the reduction
of Hitler's strength in the elections on November 6, which created
an impression, soon seen to be deceptive, that Hitlerism was on
the decline. On his return to Warsaw Beck reported that his trip
had had good results. But as the crisis vis-d-vis German equality
persisted opinion in Poland remained on edge, nor was it much
less so when the agreement was made with von Schleicher, who
on December 2 had succeeded von Papen as Chancellor, by which
Germany returned to the Disarmament Conference.
POLISH ECONOMIC CRISIS
While far from being insensitive toward the general political
crisis in which the world was involved, the Polish Parliament
was absorbed in considering the financial and economic crisis

